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Xtext SDK helps you building an external textual domain-specific language (DSL). The Xtext SDK has three main components: the grammar language (EBNF), the meta model (EMF), and the compiler for the given language. The parser generated from the grammar is connected to the meta model in such a way that the
generated AST can be used as source model for domain-specific editors. Xtext features: EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) grammar language for describing languages EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) meta model for describing a domain-specific language Plugin system Integrated Eclipse development
environment Integrated compiler Integrated debugging, testing and code generation Code generation for eclipse-based development A choice of libraries and environments to assist in DSL development A number of advanced features and behaviours, including: Support for overloaded operations Support for
polymorphic types Support for references Support for complex types Support for comments Support for various objects Full support for the Common Criteria Support for the DocBook XSLT Support for OpenGLExt Integrated documentation, e.g. the Xtext Tutorial Integrated Support for Eclipse-based IDE integration
How to start? Requirements Eclipse 3.2 (Eclipse 3.2 was released on Nov 25, 2009) Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) 3.2 or higher Eclipse Modeling Technology (EMFT) 2.2 or higher Java 1.5 or higher Procedure to install Xtext can be installed via the Eclipse Marketplace Download Xtext The download available
via the Eclipse Marketplace is version 2.5.1.3. Click here to get Xtext from the Eclipse Marketplace. Download SDK (optional) The Xtext SDK consists of three components, which you can download separately: Xtext grammar language Xtext compiler Xtext SDK The grammar language, i.e. the language description file
for Xtext, is available at The compiler, i.e. the compiler for the language, is available at
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System Requirements For Xtext SDK:

* Recommended: Intel® Core™ i5-4670 or AMD equivalent processor or better * Recommended: Windows 7/8.1 * Recommended: 4GB of RAM * Recommended: 8GB of available free space * Recommended: 16GB of available hard drive space * Recommended: 512MB or greater video memory * Recommended: DirectX
9.0c compatible video card with at least 256MB of video RAM Minimum System Requirements: * Processor: Core2Duo 2.2GHz * RAM:
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